Classical OBDA regards however only a single moment [7] , which means that information about time cannot be used for reasoning and is thus lost.
Introduction
Ontologies play an important role as a semantic layer for data access in various areas such as the Semantic Web, medicine, and enterprise applications. They capture the terminology of an application domain and describe domain knowledge in a machine-processable way. Formal ontology languages additionally provide semantics to these specifications.
In contrast to standard database systems, systems for ontology-based data access (OBDA) may thus infer additional information, only implicit in the given data, to answer queries. Moreover, they usually employ the openworld assumption, which means that knowledge that is not stated explicitly in the data and cannot be inferred is neither assumed to be true nor false. This faithfully models the real world and differs from database query answering, where knowledge not present in the data is assumed to be false.
All these features make ontologies valuable tools for systems that integrate heterogeneous data sources and need to automatically interpret the data, to support data analysis or to fully-automatedly recognize complex contexts.
This has been generally recognized and several standardized ontologies have recently been published [12, 14] .
However, often, the processed data is changing and thus temporal in that it is associated to specific points in time, and this temporal dimension may be critical for analysis or for describing and recognizing real-world contexts; e.g., sensors produce data streams.
focus on temporal conjunctive queries (TCQs), which combine standard conjunctive queries (CQs) with operators of linear temporal logic (LTL). That is, the CQs address single time points. The above TCQ combines the CQs ∃y.
(y) ∧ (y, x) ∧ (x) and (x). It queries for all applications x for which, at some time in the past (◊ P ) there existed (∃) a user y focusing on them, and (∧) that are not visible anymore now-now, since the CQ (x) is not prefixed by a temporal operator. x is called answer variable.
A description logic (DL) ontology may, for example, contain axioms stating that every video player is an application (1) or that everyone looking at something focuses on that object (3). The fact bases collect the data we get from sensors at the respective time points. The query is to be answered w.r.t. the last time point n ("now") for which data is available.
In many applications, there is static knowledge that is true all over time. For instance, a user will always be a user and never become an application. In order to model such knowledge, we also consider the setting where some symbols, such as and , may be declared to be rigid. This increases expressivity but usually makes reasoning more complex. In Fig. 1 , the fact ( , ) and the rigid information ( ) are implied by the TKB and, in turn, yield x = as an answer to the first CQ at 20:13 (seen from n, "at some time in the past"). Thus, also the TCQ yields x = as an answer, at 20:15.
Most related works on temporal query answering w.r.t. ontologies in lightweight DLs actually consider temporal extensions of these DLs (see, e.g., [3] [4] [5] 13] ). That is, temporal logic operators may also occur within the ontology. However, reasoning in this setting has turned out to be surprisingly complex, even undecidable [4] . Results interesting for practice are therefore usually obtained by strongly restricting the ontology and/or query language. This is not necessary in our setting. Further, our approach has the advantage that it focuses on ontologies in standard DLs; hence, it can be applied together with existing ontologies.
Complexity Results
We study the computational complexity of the decision problem related to temporal query answering, query entailment [9, 10] ; that is, the question whether the query can be deduced from the knowledge in the TKB (considering queries containing no answer variables). 1 We investigate both combined and data complexity. For the former, the size of all the input is taken into consideration; the latter is only influenced by the number of fact bases and facts, the data. Data complexity has become important recently, since it well captures many practical applications, where the data is growing over time but the ontology and the queries only rarely change. Above all, our results show that the features we have studied can often be considered "for free":
• Regarding combined complexity, we show that there are many popular DLs for which the TCQ entailment problem w.r.t. a TKB is in PSPACE, even if rigid symbols are considered. This matches the complexity of satisfiability in LTL [15] , which is much less expressive for there are no ontologies at all. is not much higher than the one of CQ entailment [2] , and it even holds with rigid symbols.
A Generic Rewritability Result
Ontology-based temporal query answering can also be considered as a rewritability problem (see also [11] ). In general, rewritability of ontology-based query answering for given query languages  and  ′ , and an ontology language , means that every -query q and ontology  written in , can be encoded into a  ′ -query q ′ such that, for all facts , the answers to q w.r.t. the knowledge base ⟨,  ⟩ are the same as the answers to q ′ over -the data alone. Rewritability is often investigated w.r.t. the target query language  ′ of first-order logic (FOL) since these formulas can be expressed in standard SQL. For example, CQ answering w.r.t. ontologies in DL-Lite  horn is FOL-rewritable [2] , which means that every ontology-based CQ answering problem can be solved by answering a corresponding SQL query over the facts stored in a standard database, which usually is optimized and provides high performance.
We prove a generic rewritability result for ontology-based temporal query answering [8] ; rewritability is defined analogously in the temporal setting, considering a sequence of fact bases and a time-stamped database. The temporal (-) queries are formed by combining queries in some atemporal query language , such as CQs, with operators of LTL. On the one hand, these queries hence generalize TCQs, but we disallow the negation operator, which may occur in TCQs. Also the ontology language  is generic. We specifically show that, if ,  ′ , and  satisfy certain properties, then temporal -query answering w.r.t. ontologies in  can be rewritten into temporal  ′ -queries. Most importantly, the properties require that -query answering w.r.t.  ontologies is  ′ -rewritable. Since there are many instantiations of ,  ′ , and , which have been shown to satisfy all our properties, our rewritability result turns out to be quite interesting. For instance, it shows that TCQ answering without negation w.r.t. ontologies in DL-Lite  horn can be solved by answering temporal SQL queries over a temporal database.
Conclusions
The goal of the thesis was to systematically analyze ontology-based access to temporal data in terms of computational complexity, and rewritability to existing formalisms.
We have focused on a scenario that reflects many applications of today: the temporal queries are based on LTL, one of the most important temporal logics; the ontologies are written in standard lightweight logics; and the fact bases allow to capture data streams.
Our results show that there are, indeed, lightweight ontology languages that suit applications that require fast processing. For example, the data complexities we have proven imply that there are efficient parallel algorithms for TCQ answering w.r.t. ontologies written in DL-Lite  horn . 2 Moreover, if the queries do not contain negation, that problem can even be solved by applying standard temporal database systems. The latter also holds w.r.t. ontologies in DL-Lite  , the DL underlying OWL 2 QL. For several other DL-Lite logics, we however get the same, rather high complexities as for very expressive DLs.
There are many directions for future work. We have recently shown that, even for rather expressive DLs such as , TCQ answering is not harder than standard CQ answering in terms of data complexity [16] . We have also started considering metric temporal logic operators such as ◊ P [0, 3] ("at some of the previous three time points"), which allow to capture contexts more precisely [6] . Regarding the implementation of our algorithms (i.e., the ones yielding the complexity results),it is open which kinds of algorithms are useful in applications, especially, if rigid symbols are considered. On the other hand, application knowledge discerning rigid symbols in advance could improve performance. Our rewritability result leads to a special kind of algorithms, based on rewriting. Maybe implementations can be obtained easily based on existing systems rewriting the atemporal queries. In [8] , we describe algorithms for temporal query answering that rely on such existing approaches, but the implementation is still future work.
